STUDY TOUR FOR IISc BANGAIORE
As a part of study curriculum, the HOD of Zoology along with 63 B.Sc (CBZ) students planned to visit
IISc,Bangalore on 28th feb 2015 Saturday was the “Science Day”and in view of science day, authorities of
IISc has informed that they will demonstrate all the research activities that was carried during the
previous year. Accordingly after taking a prior permission from the PRO (Public Relation Officer) IISc, all
the students with two staff members namely Prof.G.Mallanagoud and Smt.Arundhati Lecturer along
with 6 students reached IISc morning at around 9:00AM on 28-02-2015.
Since we have informed through our college principal about the visit, one Sri. Narayanappa. Section
Officer,Finance & Account s,IISc,Bangalore was pleased to receive us heartly. As soon as we enter the
centre we were take n to Department of Neuro Science .Their one Dr.Balaji Scientist demonstrateds and
showed the various Brain bottled specimens(CS),besides brain section they also showed the brain
covering namely meninges. They explained with photographs & charts about the functions of the
different parts of the brain. The hall containing brain sections was amazing, and the students enjoyed
the arrangements & demonstration. Further they called a student after putting some instruments over
the head, they showed the different thinkings that passes in the mind of the said student in the screen.
There after the students were taken to the department of Aerospace there the person incharge of the
section demonstrated the movement of aircraft models by controlling the remote. In the same section
they have placed the original aeroplane used for the first time by the founder IISc Mr. Jemshed Tata
who travelled in the same plane from Bombay to Bangalore. The same is still displaying for the public.
From the department of Aerospace the students were carried to the Biological science which is a
separate building. In this department another scientist who was the incharge of said department
enthusastically demonstrated the various diseases particularly stressing on AIDS, Cancer, Cardiac
disease etc.
From there we were taken to adjoining department of Nanotechnology. There the students were
given socks to enter into the laboratory. Ultra microscropic cells structure and seed embryology were
showed.
Finally a group of students and staff with Sri. Krishnamurthy PRO IISc, and Sri. Narayanappa Section
Officer ,IISc taken in front of the statue of Tata in the IISc premises. We expressed sincere thanks and
gratitude to all the staff of IISc who helped us in showing the entire IISc premises.
Lastly we returned to Bellary on 01-03-2015 at 6:00AM.

